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a b s t r a c t
We study the problem of maintaining a dynamic ordered tree succinctly under updates of
the following form: insertion or deletion of a leaf, insertion of a node on an edge (edge
subdivision) or deletion of a node with only one child (the child becomes a child of its
former grandparent). We allow satellite data of a fixed size to be associated to the nodes of
the tree.
We support update operations in constant amortized time and support access to
satellite data and basic navigation operations in worst-case constant time; the basic
navigation operations include parent, first/last-child, previous/next-child.
These operations are moving from a node to its parent, leftmost/rightmost child, and its
previous and next child respectively.
We demonstrate that to efficiently support more extended operations, such as
determining the i-th child of a node, rank of a child among its siblings, or size of the
subtree rooted at a node, one requires a restrictive pattern for update strategy, for which
we propose the finger-update model. In this model, updates are performed at the location
of a finger that is only allowed to crawl on the tree between a child and a parent or between
consecutive siblings. Under this model, we describe how the named extended operations
are performed in worst-case constant time.
Previous work on dynamic succinct trees (Munro et al., 2001 [17]; Raman and Rao,
2003 [19]) is mainly restricted to binary trees and achieves poly-logarithmic (Munro
et al., 2001 [17]) or ‘‘poly-log–log’’ (Raman and Rao, 2003 [19]) update time under a more
restrictedmodel, where updates are performed in traversals starting at the root and ending
at the root and queries can be answered when the traversal is completed. A previous
result on ordinal trees achieves only sublinear amortized update time and ‘‘poly-log–log’’
query time (Gupta et al., 2007 [11]). More recently, the update time has been improved
to O(log n/ log log n)while queries can be performed in O(log n/ log log n) time (Sadakane
and Navarro, 2010 [20]).
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The volume of data we deal with in computation continues to grow. With the ever increasing size of the data sets, an
important aspect in handling information is the storage requirement. Compression schemes tackle this issue by reducing
the space requirement of stored data. The issue, however, with such schemes is slow access and inefficient usage of the data.
With most compression schemes, the data must be decompressed almost entirely to answer a query that is only relevant
to a small fraction of the data. Succinct data structures [15] are an attempt to overcome this shortcoming by accompanying
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compression with fast access to data and support for operations. Auxiliary structural information in the form of pointers
to represent trees, graphs, and other combinatorial objects typically claim a significant part of the storage requirement.
Succinct structures are used to encode the auxiliary structural information in the minimal amount of space so it can be used
with compression, especially methods that permit partial decompression.
In analyzing the storage requirement of data structures, we often conclude with a formula in ‘‘big oh’’ notation
disregarding the true space cost by hiding the constant factors. These constant factors have an enormous impact in real
applications where there is a massive data set to be stored. Succinct data structures tackle this issue by giving an exact value
for the highest order term of the space requirement (constant factors are explicitly given). However, less attention is paid
to the lower order terms, as their impact becomes insignificant in practice as the size of data grows; where the lower order
terms become a major player in applications – due to the large constant factors they are involved with – one extends the
definition to the first several high order terms—as is studied in a branch of theoretical literature on succinctness [9,10,18].
A succinct representation of a combinatorial object is an encoding which supports a reasonable set of operations on
the object efficiently (preferably close to constant time) and has a storage requirement matching the information theoretic
lower bound, to within lower order terms. Succinct data structures perform under the uniform-timeword RAM-model with
Θ(log n)word size, where bitwise operations onΘ(log n)-bit words perform in constant time [15].
Ordered trees are trees in which the order of children of nodes is significant and preserved. Ordered trees with n nodes




. Hence, it requires fewer
than 2n bits to distinguish them. However, a naïve representation of trees uses a O(log n)-bit pointer for each edge and
therefore, has a storage requirement which isΩ(n log n) bits. Ordered trees, as a fundamental data structure, have attracted
a great deal of research from the perspective of succinct representation [14,4,16,2,8,12,6,20]. All such approaches achieve
the information-theory lower bound of 2n bits (to within lower order terms) to encode an ordered tree with n nodes, and
differ from each other in the queries they support efficiently (mostly in constant time).
The main drawback with most of the succinct tree representations is their lack of flexibility to allow dynamic updates,
which necessitates an entire structure rebuild onmodification. Storm [21], in his thesis, discusses some of themain obstacles
in dynamizing the previously existing approaches and introduces a new succinct representation for binary trees allowing
updates in poly-logarithmic time [17]. Raman and Rao [19] improve updates to poly-log–log time. Gupta et al. [11] propose
a framework for dynamizing various succinct structures which, when applied to ordered trees, results in a dynamic succinct
ordered tree representation that performs updates in O(nϵ) time for any constant ϵ > 0 and performs basic navigation
queries in O(log log n) time. Sadakane et al. [20] recently studied the problem of representation of ordered trees in order to
reduce the extra space required in addition to the information-theoretic minimum. They give a dynamic representation for
ordered trees which performs the updates in O(log n/log log n) time and supports various queries in O(log n/log log n) time.
Our dynamic representation is based on the static representation in [6]. This representation is a decomposition-based
approach which repeatedly decomposes a tree into smaller subtrees. The static representation has proved useful in
simplifying the encoding of various classes of trees and the implementation of many operations on such trees [6]. In this
work, we demonstrate that the approach is of use in attaining a dynamic succinct representation of ordered trees which
allows fast updates and operations.
1.1. Overview of the results
We use the general approach of [6] and show how to maintain the structures under insertions and deletions. The
insertions and deletions supported are the same as in previous work [17,19,20] and are as follows: insertion or deletion
of a leaf, insertion of a node with one child on an edge (edge subdivision) or deletion of a node with only one child by
connecting its parent to its child directly.
In comparison with the work of Raman et al. [19], we generalize the representation from binary trees to ordered trees,
and furthermore, improve the poly-log–log amortized update time to constant amortized update time.
The basic navigation operations which we support permit crawls on the tree and include parent, first-child,
last-child, previous-child, and next-child operations. These operations are, given a node, to obtain the parent,
leftmost/rightmost child, preceding child and proceeding child respectively. These are supported in worst-case constant
time. We note that these operations subsume the parent, left-child, and right-child operations on binary trees
supported in previous work [17,19].
Associated with each node v is a data item of length b bits (0 ≤ b = O(log n)) Given a node v, we support operations
access-data(v) and change-data(v) as well as the navigational operations in worst-case constant time while
maintaining the tree under dynamic updates in (2+ b)n+ o(bn+ n) bits where n is the number of nodes of the tree.
We show that, to support more advanced operations, we need to restrict the pattern of updates. The operations we
consider are child(v, i), which returns the i-th child of a given node v, child-rank(v), which returns the rank of
a given node v among its siblings, and subtree-size(v), which returns the number of descendants of a given node v.
Operationschild(v,i) andchild-rank(v) are two natural navigational operations to consider aswemove frombinary
trees to ordered treeswhere nodes can have high degrees. Thesubtree-size(v) operationwas considered and supported
by previous work on succinct dynamic binary trees [17,19] using the traversal pattern for update. The traversal pattern of
updates is that updates are performed during the course of a traversal which starts at the root and ends at the root and
subtree-size queries can be answered only on completion of the traversal.
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Fig. 1. [6] A tree decomposed into component subtrees for value L = 5.
We relax the traversal update pattern by introducing the finger-update model. In the finger-update model, there is a
fingermaintained on a node of the treewhich is initially at the root and canmove fromaparent back and forth to the leftmost
or the rightmost child or can move from a node to its immediate next or previous siblings at a step. In the analysis of update
time, updates are amortized over the number of finger movements. Updates are only allowed on the node currently under
the finger. Any number of updates can be performed as the finger crawls on the tree and queries (such as subtree_size)
can be made at any time at any node.
In the course of showing support for these operations, we design a partial-sum data structure which works optimally in
the finger-update model. This structure is useful in other applications and is of independent interest.
In our model we assume a word-RAM model with Θ(log n)-bit words. However, the value of n changes as nodes are
inserted and deleted from the tree. Moreover, we extensively use look-up tables to store tiny trees and tiny bit vectors of
size a fraction of lg n in order to answer queries in constant time by a look-up. As the value of n, and subsequently the value
of lg n, changes we need to discard the old look-up tables and build new ones. Fortunately, the construction time of these
tables is linear and, therefore, as the value of n doubles or halves (and therefore the value of lg n changes by one) we can
reconstruct these tables.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the static version of a representation that we dynamize
in the following sections. In Section 3, we show how insertions and deletions of nodes are performed on the representation;
two major problems of memory management and satellite data management are addressed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 within
this section. In Section 4, we show how basic navigation queries can be performed. In Section 5, we consider support for
more enhanced queries. By proving a lower bound (Section 5.1), we show that to achieve sublogarithmic query times we
have to enforce a stricter model for updates. We propose the dynamic-finger model for updates and show that in the model
a set of more enhanced queries perform in constant time.
2. Succinct representation: static version
The idea is to decompose the tree into subtrees and furthermore decompose the subtrees into yet smaller subtrees.
The tiny subtrees are small enough to be listed in a compact table. To represent the tree, we only have to represent the
connections and links between the subtrees. We use the decomposition algorithm of [6,5] to isolate subtrees as much as
possible and minimize the connections and links among subtrees. It is shown in [6] that an ordered tree with n nodes can
be decomposed into n/L subtrees of size roughly L for any value of parameter L. Strictly speaking, the following is proved:
Theorem 1 ([6,5]). A tree with n nodes can be decomposed into Θ(n/L) subtrees of size at most 2L which are pairwise disjoint
aside from the subtree roots. Furthermore, aside from edges stemming from the component root nodes, there is at most one edge
leaving a node of a component to its child in another component. The decomposition is performed in linear time.
Proof. All claims but the decomposition time are proved in [6,5]. The decomposition time can be easily verified to be O(n)
by following the decomposition procedure described in [6,5]. 
Fig. 1 depicts an example tree decomposition. The representation that we use is analogous to the static representation
of [6,5]. It is based on a two-level recursive decomposition of a given tree. In the first level of recursion, the tree with n
nodes is first decomposed into subtrees using value L = ⌈lg 2n⌉, and subsequently these subtrees are, in turn, decomposed
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into yet smaller subtrees using value L = ⌈ lg n16 ⌉ to obtain the subtrees on the second level of recursion.1 Using the standard
terminology of [8], we refer to the subtrees on the first level asmini-trees and the second level asmicro-trees.
Micro-trees are of size less than ⌈ lg n8 ⌉ and are small enough to be cataloged in a look-up table. The table stores all trees
of size at most ⌈ lg n4 ⌉. Wemaintain that the data stored along with each tree is of polylogarithmic size. The representation of
a micro-tree with k nodes consists of two fields: the first field is simply the size of the micro-tree (O(log k) = O(lg lg n) bits)
and the second field is an index to the look-up table (at most 2k bits). The length of these indices sum up to 2n + o(n) bits
over all micro trees and are the dominant term of space in our representation; other auxiliary data amounts only to another
o(n) bits.
The table stores encodings of all trees with sizes up to ⌈ lg n4 ⌉ alongwith answers to a variety of types of queries for each of
those trees. For all possible update operations, each tree contains an index to the destination tree, i.e. the tree resulting from
performing the update. The auxiliary data we keep together with each tree helps us answer queries and will be described
when we show how to perform queries and updates. The size of the auxiliary data for each tree is poly-logarithmic in n and
thus the size of the entire table is O(
√
npolylog n) = o(n).
Mini-trees consist of micro-trees and links between them. Links between different micro-trees can be in either of the
three following forms: (1) a common root node, (2) edges from a root of a micro-tree to roots of other micro-trees or (3) an
edge from a non-root node from amicro-tree to the root of anothermicro-tree.We represent the latter type of edges (type 3)
by introducing a dummy node on each such edge. By Theorem 1, there is at most one such edge leaving a non-root node in a
micro-tree. We keep explicit pointers (of size O(log log n)) to represent dummy edges.
Definition 1. Where two children u1, u2 of node v are contained in two different micro-trees, the micro-trees are defined
as sibling micro-treeswith respect to v. Sibling relationships can result from type 1 or type 2 links. Where there is a type 3
edge from a micro-tree to another micro-tree, the micro-tree tree that contains the parent of the edge is referred to as the
parent micro-tree, and the micro-tree that contains the child of the edge is referred to as the child micro-tree.
To represent a common root amongmicro-trees (type 1), we use explicit pointers.We form a doubly-linked list on sibling
micro-treeswith respect to the same parent node. Furthermore, the parentmaintains pointers to the head and tail of this list.
All such pointers are of size O(log log n) bits. The use of a linked list is in contrast to the use of dictionary structures in [6,5],
as there is no dynamic dictionary structure with the desired dynamic functionalities; this is where our static representation
deviates from the representation of [6]. This issue becomes problematic in allowing random access to the children of a node,
which we will overcome by introducing a substitute structure that supports fast updates under the finger-update model in
Section 5.3. Pointers of size O(log log n) bits are also maintained to point to child and parent micro-trees.
The tree consists of mini-trees and links between them. The composition of a tree from mini-trees is represented
analogously to that of a mini-tree from micro-trees; dummy nodes are used to capture type 3 edges and are explicitly
stored by a pointer. Definition 1 naturally extends to mini-trees. We use explicit pointers to represent common mini-tree
roots, form a doubly-linked list on sibling mini-trees and maintain pointers from the parent to the head and tail of the list.
All these pointers are of size O(log n) bits.
Data stored for each micro-tree is of size O(log log n) and there are O(n/ log n)micro-trees. Also, O(log n) data is stored
per mini-tree and there are O(n/ log2 n)mini-trees. Thus, the space overhead of these structures is o(n).
3. Performing updates
In this section, we show how the static succinct structure described in Section 2 is maintained under insertions and
deletions of nodes. To allow for dynamic updates, we relax the maximum size of a micro-tree and allow them to grow
by insertions to a maximum of ⌈ lg n4 ⌉ nodes; this is twice the maximum size of a micro-tree in the static representation.
Analogously, we allow the size of a mini-tree to grow to a maximum of 4⌈lg 2n⌉ nodes, twice the maximum mini-tree size
that occurs in the static representation. The relaxation of mini-tree and micro-tree sizes are to allow constant amortized
time for rebuilds. When a node is inserted or deleted, the topology of the corresponding micro-tree changes. The look-up
table, which lists all trees of size up to ⌈ lg n4 ⌉, also contains, for each tree and all possible insertions and deletions on the tree,
the reference to the resulting tree under the update. Hence, upon an update, the reference to within the look-up table is
read from the look-up table and stored in place of the old reference. Constant time work is performed to update the dummy
node, if necessary. Therefore, the update can be performed in constant time, provided the size of the micro-trees does not
exceed the corresponding size limits.
When a micro-tree exceeds the maximum size, it is decomposed into (at most 4) subtrees using Theorem 1 with value
L = ⌈ lg n16 ⌉. The decomposition is performed in constant time using the look-up table: each entry of maximum size in the
look-up table contains its decomposition information. For each of the newly created micro-trees, we fix the pointers to its
left and right sibling micro-trees, and also the parent and the child micro-trees. Some of the newly created micro-trees
resulting from the subtree decomposition could be undersized. Onemay argue this may increase the number of micro-trees
within amini-tree beyondO(log n). However, an amortized analysis disproves this claim:we can charge these newly created
undersized subtrees to the Θ(log n) insertions that made the original micro-tree exceed the limits. Since we rebuild the
1 lg n denotes log2 n.
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Fig. 2. Subblock layout within a block.
entire containing mini-tree after lg 2n such insertions, there are O(log n) undersized micro-trees at any point in a mini-tree
and the number of micro-trees within a mini-tree remains properly bounded. Thus, the representation remains valid.
Analogously, when a mini-tree exceeds the maximum mini-tree size, it is decomposed into (at most 4) subtrees using
Theorem 1 with value L = ⌈lg 2n⌉. The decomposition is performed in Θ(log2 n) time. This time is amortized over the
Θ(log2 n) insertions which pushed themini-tree over the limits. Some of the newly createdmini-trees could be undersized.
To bound the number of such mini-trees, we charge these to the Θ(log2 n) insertions which pushed the original mini-tree
over the limits. As we rebuild the entire tree after n insertions, there are O(n/ log2 n) such undersized mini-trees at any
time and hence the representation remains valid. Together with the creation of a mini-tree, the micro-trees inside it are
recomputed and represented. These steps are performed in O(log2 n) time, as the decomposition algorithm works in linear
time and it takes constant time to insert each new subtree in the due chain of siblings.
Handling of deletions from micro-trees and mini-trees is easier. Upon a deletion, necessary changes are read from the
look-up table. As we impose no lower limit on the sizes of micro or mini-trees, no other particular action is required, to the
point that the micro-tree or the mini-tree being deleted from becomes empty. In this event, the corresponding entries are
removed from the representation. The entry removal costs Θ(log n) time for a micro-tree and Θ(log2 n) for a mini-tree to
perform the duememory reorganization. These costs are amortized over the deletions that emptied the micro-tree or mini-
tree. This is justified if themicro-tree or themini-tree are not undersized and have sizesΘ(log n) andΘ(log2 n) respectively.
If the original mini-tree or micro-tree are undersized, they are either created as a result of a split or they were initially
undersized before any updates. In the former case, we showed there areΘ(log n) andΘ(log2 n) insertions which push the
pre-existing micro-tree or the mini-tree over limits, we charge these insertions instead. In the latter case, a one-time linear
fund ofΘ(log n) for eachmicro-tree andΘ(log2 n) for eachmini-tree is enough to deal with deletions of these components.
A crucial part of dealing with updates is memory management. Micro-trees and mini-trees grow and shrink as a result
of insertions and deletions, and new ones are created as a result of splits or disappear when they become empty. We show
in Section 3.1 how our structures are laid out and maintained in the memory.
3.1. Memory management
We assume the memory model in which the working space is from word 0 to word h, the highest word the algorithm is
using at the time. The space usage at any given time is the highest word presently being used.
The work of Munro et al. [17] insists on having mini-trees and micro-trees sit on a continuous segment of memory. We
relax the requirement that mini/micro trees be stored in a continuous segment of memory and let each of them spread over
multiple memory segments.
Each mini-tree is stored in a logical ‘‘block’’ in memory which consists of multiple continuous chunks of memory called
‘‘blocklets’’. Each logical block contains the representations of the corresponding micro-trees. Each micro-tree is stored in a
logical ‘‘subblock’’ which consists of multiple continuous chunks of memory called ‘‘subblocklets’’.
3.1.1. Subblock memory management
Within a mini tree (of size O(log2 n)), there are O(log n)micro trees (of size O(log n)). Therefore, a block of size O(log2 n)
consists of O(log n) subblocks of size O(log n).
As depicted in Fig. 2, a block is divided into two areas: a clean area, which contains the main portion of subblocks, and an
overflow area of lg 3/2n bits, which contains the continuation of subblocks that have overflowed. Occasionally, once enough
updates have been performed, the entire structure is rebuilt: everything is moved to the clean area and the overflow area is
emptied.
A subblock can be spread over two subblocklets: one in the clean area and the other one in the overflow area. Each
subblock has a header which contains a table of (two) references to the subblocklets, and the table also stores the size
of each subblocklet. We refer to this table as the subblock reference table. We use this table to resolve a logical subblock
memory address within a subblock. The table has only two O(log log n)-bit pointers and the size of each blocklet can be
stored in O(log log n) bits, therefore the space overhead is sublinear and negligible.
We first explain how we handle insertions. We maintain the count of the number of insertions and rebuild the entire
structure at every 18 lg n insertions
2 or a micro-tree split. The rebuilt is performed in O(log n) time, which is amortized over
2 Constants such as 18 are chosen, in general, to make things work either by keeping table sizes sublinear or to allow for growth and contraction of
substructures.
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Fig. 3. Block memory layout.
the Θ(log n) insertions. The overflow area has lg 3/2n bits, which are allocated in chunks of
√
lg n bits. If a subblocklet
in the clean area overflows, a
√
lg n-bit chunk is allocated as the second subblocklet, and the subblock reference table is
updated accordingly. If the subblocklet in the overflow area becomes full, we must allocate another chunk to the subblock.
As we require the latter chunk to be the immediate following chunk, if the following chunk is occupied, we move the entire
overflowing subblock to the end of the allocated chunks in the overflow area.
We first argue that subblocks can consist of atmostO(
√
log n) chunks. This follows by observing that all chunks belonging
to a subblock are full except perhaps for the last one. Since subblocks correspond to micro-trees which are of size O(log n),
and chunks are
√
lg n bits long, there are at most O(
√
log n) corresponding to any subblock. Therefore moving an entire
overflowing subblock to the end of the overflow area is performed in constant time.
Next, we show that there is always enough room for subblocks in the overflow area, as where subblocklets are moved
around gaps are created. At any point where a chunk is overflowing and therefore moved, we charge the length of the gap in
the number of chunks to the insertions corresponding to the last chunk that is overflowing. Since the maximum number of
chunks of a subblock isO(
√
log n) and there areΘ(
√
log n) insertions corresponding to the last chunk, each node is charged a
constant amount. Furthermore, an insertion is only charged once during this process. Hence, the total number of unallocated
chunks is proportional to the number of insertions made in the overflow area. Since the entire block is rebuilt after 18 lg n
insertions, the number of unallocated chunks is at most 18 lg n. Moreover, all other chunks contain at least one insertion,
therefore there are at most 18 lg n such chunks. Thus, we never encounter the situation where there are not enough chunks
to allocate at the end of the overflow area.
Thus far, we have only dealt with insertions which cause subblocks to overflow. However, nodes can be deleted and as
a result subblocks can shrink. Deletions are easier to handle. We keep a count of the number of deletions in a block, and if
they go over 18 lg n we rebuild the entire block. Hence, there is no deallocation of chunks in the overflow area even though
they become empty. The key observation is that since there have been O(log n) deletions since the last rebuilt, the structure
remains dense enough.
3.1.2. Block memory management
Previously, we explained how subblocks are organized within an individual block. In this section, we explain how blocks
are fragmented and laid out in memory. An outline of the memory layout is depicted in Fig. 3.
At the block level, memory is allocated in chunks of lg 3/2n bits; when a block outgrows its allocated space a chunk of
lg 3/2n bits at the end of the currently used space is allocated for it. Since the block takes O(log2 n) bits and chunks are lg 3/2n
bits, a block consists of O(
√
log n) chunks (i.e.blocklets). Thus, a table can be stored for each block, which keeps track of the
pointers to the blocklets of a block. We refer to this table as the block reference table. Since blocklets have the same size,
addressing inside a block using the block reference table is straightforward.
Deletions are easier to deal with; we only keep a count of the number of deletions and, if it exceeds n/lg n, we compactify
and rebuild the entire structure. Since there can only be n/lg n deleted nodes in the structure, it remains dense enough
(i.e. the redundant space is o(n)).
3.2. Dealing with satellite data associated with nodes
Thus far, we have only shown how bits representing the topology of the tree are managed in memory. This section
explains how auxiliary data (keys of size b) associated with nodes are managed. The idea is to have keys structured in a
‘‘keys structure’’ parallel to the ‘‘topology structure’’ representing their corresponding nodes in blocks and subblocks. We
distinguish two cases based on the length of keys:
Keys are small, and of length b = O(log log n) bits. We modify the topology structure and have the keys structure
perform identically to the topology structure. The topographical structure is scaled down. Mini-trees and micro-trees have
Θ(log2(n)/b2) and Θ(log(n)/b) nodes respectively. Block and subblock sizes are reduced accordingly. The overflow area
within a block has lg 3/2(n)/b2 bits, which consists of lg n/b chunks of size
√
lg n/b bits. A block is laid out in blocklets of size
lg 3/2(n)/b2 bits. Memory management of blocks and subblocks within a block are handled as before.
Allocation and deallocation of subblocklets within a block follows the same strategy, and rebuilds are performed after
1
8b lg n insertions and deletions. Memory management of blocklets remains intact; only rebuilds are performed after nb/lg n
deletions.
Keys are large, and of lengthω(log log n) < b < O(log n) bits. The idea is to add a level of indirection and have two structures
aside from the topology structure. The first structuremaintains the actual keys in segments such that all keys corresponding
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to a mini-tree are retained together in a block which we refer to as ‘‘key blocks’’. The order within that segment is arbitrary.
Each key block is maintained as a chain of memory chunks of size blg 3/2(n)/(lg lg n)2 bits.
The second structuremaintains pointers to the position of a key in a key block. As the key needs only be indexedwithin a
key block the size of pointers are O(log log n) bits. These pointers, when treated as new keys, can be maintained in memory
as in the previous case (the small keys case).
At every insertion and deletion, the corresponding key must be inserted and deleted from the key block. We assume no
ordering on keys within a key block. However, unlike the block structure, where there could be holes as a result of deletions,
we maintain that there are no holes in the key block and key blocks are compact at all times. To achieve this, upon deletion
of a node, and therefore the relevant key, we replace it with the last key of the key block. Analogous to the blocks, key blocks
are stored in chunks of lg 3/2(n)/(lg lg n)2 keys, and there is a reference table to index these chunks.
Therefore, we can maintain satellite data along with nodes under insertions and deletions such that satellite data of the
current node can be accessed and modified in worst-case constant time:
Theorem 2. A treewith n nodes and satellite data of length b bits (0 ≤ b = O(log n)) associatedwith all nodes can be represented
in (2+ b)n+ o(bn+ n) bits under insertions and deletions performed in constant amortized time such that given any node, its
associated data can be accessed and modified in worst-case constant time. 
4. Navigation queries
In this section, we explain how the basic navigation operations are supported in constant time. The basic navi-
gational operations we allow are parent (parent), left/right-most child (first/last-child) and right/left siblings
(previous/next-child). More enhanced operations, such as i-th child of a node, are to be discussed in Section 5. We
note that previous work [17,19] functions only on binary trees, and our basic navigation operations (leftmost child, right
sibling) cover all of their supported navigational operations. The most recent work on dynamic ordered trees [20] has near
logarithmic update and query times for a large range of queries.
We recall that the tree decomposition of [6] guarantees that each component subtree C has at most one edge going out
of the component; with the exception of the root of the component, which can be shared by many components or can have
many edges emanating.
Asmentioned in Section 2, eachmicro-treem keeps short pointers (O(log log n) bits) to its parentmicro-tree, its left/right
sibling micro-trees, and also to the list of the sibling micro-trees with respect to the root ofm (Definition 1). Similarly, each
mini-tree M keeps long pointers (O(log n) bits) to its parent mini-tree, left/right sibling mini-trees, and also to the list of
the sibling mini-trees with respect to the root ofM . These pointers can be trivially maintained under updates. Given these
pointers, the basic navigation operations named are straightforward to implement. For instance, given a node to find its
right sibling, we first consult the look-up table and if there is no right sibling there and the node is a micro-tree root, we
locate the right sibling micro-tree and consult the look-up table for that micro-tree. If there is no right sibling micro-tree
and the node is a mini-tree root, we find the right sibling mini-tree and find the leftmost child therein. Thus, we can support
basic navigation queries on the succinct representation:
Theorem 3. A treewith n nodes and satellite data of length b (0 ≤ b = O(log n)) bits associatedwith all nodes can be represented
in (2+b)n+o(bn+n) bits andmaintained in constant amortized time per insertion and deletion such that it facilitates navigation
by supporting operations parent, first/last-child, previous/next-child in worst-case constant time. Furthermore,
given any node, its data can be accessed and modified in worst-case constant time. 
5. Support for enhanced queries
We showed in Section 4 how basic navigation (crawling) on a tree can be performed in constant time. Nevertheless, more
enhanced operations that allow us to gallop in the tree (such as going directly to the i-th child of a node) or obtaining useful
information on the nodes of the tree (such as subtree size of a node) are of interest.
We will discuss in Section 5.1 how it is infeasible to support such enhanced queries in constant time when insertion and
deletions are performed at arbitrary locations. In previous work [17,19] on binary trees, this difficulty is recognized and
restrictions are put in place to support queries such as subtree size of a node in constant time. The restriction is that updates
are performed during a course of a traversal which starts and ends at the root, and furthermore, queries can be answered
only after the traversal is completed.
We strengthen themodel by separating the issue of updates fromquerieswhile supporting updates in amortized constant
time and queries in worst-case constant time. We allow queries to be performed anywhere in the tree while restricting
updates to a crawl on the tree.
5.1. Lower bounds
In this section, we show the infeasibility of supporting enhanced operations in constant time if dynamic updates are per-
formed at arbitrary locations.We use the lower bound on the list representation and subset rank problems proved by Fredman
and Saks [7]. Chan et al. [3] also studied the maintenance of a sequence of balanced parentheses under dynamic updates to
support enclose and find-close queries and derive analogous lower bounds from those of Fredman and Saks [7].
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The list representation problem concerns the maintenance of an ordered list of elements from [n] under deletions and
insertions and the report(k) query. More precisely, an ordered list of elements from [n] is maintained and the following
queries are allowed: (i) insert(k, p), which inserts element p at position k of the list, (ii) delete(k), which deletes the
k-th element, and (iii) report(k), which reports the element at position k.
The lower bound is for a cell-probe model with words of length poly-logarithmic in n and proves that these operations
requireΩ(log n/ log log n) amortized time per operation.
The list can be easily simulated by a star-like tree consisting of a root and some leaves as its children. Insertion and
deletion of leaves correspond to insertions and deletions in the list and finding the k-th child (child(v, k)) corresponds
to report(k). Therefore, one cannot have arbitrary updates and the operation i-th child in o(log n/log log n) amortized
time:
Theorem 4. Maintaining an ordered tree of size n under insertions and deletions of leaves to support navigation queries parent
and child(v, k) and access satellite data requiresΩ(log n/log log n) amortized time per operation. 
The subset rank problem concerns the representation of a subset S of [n] under insertions and deletions of elements and
the rank(i) reports the number of presents elements in S less than i. More precisely, a subset S of of [n] is maintained
under the following operations: (i) insert(k), which inserts element k into S, (ii) delete(k), which deletes element k
from S, and (iii) rank(k), which reports the number of elements of S less than k. The lower bound is for a cell-probe model
with words of length poly-logarithmic in n and proves that these operations requireΩ(log n/ log log n) amortized time per
operation.
We can reduce these queries to insertion/deletion of nodes and subtree size queries on a tree. Consider a binary tree
which consists of a long left leaning chain of length n: v1, . . . , vn. Some nodes vi have a right child ui as leaves and the rest
have only a left child. Nodes vi with a right child correspond to present elements in set S. Insertion/deletion of an element
i in the set corresponds to inserting/deleting a leaf on vi. The answer to rank(i) can be derived from the subtree size of
node vi; the subtree size of vi is precisely n − i + 1 plus the number of nodes vj for j > i that have a right child. Therefore
we can easily obtain the number of elements present in S larger than i. By simply maintaining the size of S, we can obtain
the number of elements of S less than iwhich is the answer to rank(i).
Therefore, one cannot perform updates at a random location and have subtree-size queries performed in
o(log n/log log n) time:
Theorem 5. Maintaining an ordered tree of size n under insertions and deletions in arbitrary locations to support sub-tree size
queries requiresΩ(log n/log log n) amortized time per operation. 
5.2. The dynamic model
As mentioned previously, we allow queries to be made anywhere in the tree, however we require the updates not to
jump from a node to a distant node and, therefore, to only crawl on the tree. One can visualize this as if there is a finger
which is initially at the root of the tree. The finger can travel from a node back and forth to its leftmost or rightmost child.
The finger can move from a node to its immediate left/right siblings. We note that we charge for each movement of the
finger, and thus the update time is amortized over the movements of finger as well as the updates performed.
Queries other than updates can be made anywhere on the tree and a query can be made on a node independent of the
history of the locations where previous queries have been made.
5.3. Succinct dynamic prefix sum data structure
In support for enhanced queries, we use a data structure which indexes prefix sums in a dynamic array. The dynamic
model is the finger-update model, with a finger which moves between elements one step at a time to the left, right, up, or
down, and where only positions under that finger can be updated at a time. The desired queries to support are ps_rank
and ps_select queries. Query ps_rank(t) simply reports
∑t
i=1 A[i] and ps_select(s) returns index k such that∑k
i=1 A[i] ≤ s <
∑k+1
i=1 A[i]. Hon et al. [13] studied the same problem, although in the fully-dynamic model where updates
perform in arbitrary independent locations, and thus operations are supported in non-constant time as there are similar
lower bounds to the ones discussed in Section 5.1.
We will show in the proof of Theorem 6 that the dynamic array problem with finger updates can be reduced to the case
where the array is only updated from one end:
Lemma 1. Let A[1 . . . t] be an array of positive integers such that∑ti=1 A[i] ≤ n for some previously knownn and∀i; A[i] < lg cn
for some absolute constant c > 0. There exists a data structure which requires O(t log n) + o(n) bits and maintains the array
under insertions at the end, and deletions from the end, in worst-case constant time per update and can answer ps_rank and
ps_select queries in worst-case constant time.
Proof. Supporting ps_rank queries is performed easily by keeping a prefix sum array in parallel to the array which
explicitly stores ps_rank(i) for any i. This array only requires O(t log n) bits and clearly allows ps_rank queries in
constant time.
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Fig. 4. An example array A and illustration of sketch vectors and how ps_select queries are answered using these vectors. In this example, n = 256,
lg n
2 = 4, and c = 3. Therefore, there are three sketch vectors S4, S16, S64 . To answer ps_select(175), first S64[3], which is associated with range[128, 192), is looked up. Since the bit is set to one, we continue with the next sketch vector and S16[11] is looked up. This entry is associated with range
[160, 176). This bit is also one, and therefore, we proceed to the next sketch vector and look up S4[44], which is associated with range [172, 176). This bit
is one and therefore we follow the corresponding pointer in array T to the second entry of array A: 170. Now, the following lg (n)/2 bits are read from array
A and using the look-up table, we determine the next position (i.e.position three) is the answer to ps_select(175).
The ps_select queries are supported using sketch bit vectors. A k-sketch Sk for array A[1 . . . t] is a bit vector of length
n/k such that Sk[i] = 1 if and only if there exists an index p such that (i − 1)k ≤∑pj=1 A[j] < ik; in other words, Sk[i] = 1
if and only if there is a prefix that sums up to a value between ik and (i + 1)k. We form and maintain c sketch bit vectors
Slg (n)/2, S(lg (n)/2)2 , . . . , S(lg (n)/2)c . In parallel to S(lg (n)/2)j , for j ∈ [c], an array Tj is stored such that if Slg (n)/2[i] = 1, then Tj[i]
stores the first index pwhere i lg (n)/2 <
∑p
l=1 A[l];
Maintenance of these bit vectors under updates is straightforward: on insertion and deletion of an element from the end
of array A, the corresponding bits of S(lg (n)/2)j for j ∈ [c] are turned on or off respectively, and arrays Tj are updated according
to the value of the deleted or the inserted element.
We now explain how ps_select is performed using these vectors. To determine ps_select(i), i is expressed
in base lg (n)/2: i = i0 + i1lg (n)/2 + · · · + i(lg (n)/2)c (lg (n)/2)c . The sketch arrays are traversed in order
S(lg (n)/2)c , S(lg (n)/2)(c−1) , . . . , Slg (n)/2. First S(lg (n)/2)c [i(lg (n)/2)c ] is looked up. In case the bit is zero, the successor one bit is
determinedwhose corresponding Tc entry points to the location of ps_select(i). Otherwise, if the bit is one, we continue
with the next array S(lg (n)/2)(c−1) , and so on. In the very last step, if all S(lg (n)/2)j entries are one, for j ∈ [c], we follow the
relevant T1 pointer to array A and read the following lg (n)/2 bits therefrom. The answer to ps_select query lies within
the boundary of these many bits. The answer is read from a dedicated look-up table. Fig. 4 depicts an example of sketch
vectors and how a ps_select query is answered using them.
We note that successor queries in arrays S(lg (n)/2)j are performed in constant time, as the successor one is guaranteed
to be at most lg (n)/2 bits away from the query position and therefore the next lg (n) bits are read and the answer to the
successor query can be read from a dedicated look-up table. 
Theorem 6. Let A[1 . . . t] be an array of positive integers such that∑ti=1 A[i] ≤ n for some previously known n and ∀i; A[i] <
lg cn for some absolute constant c > 0. There exists a data structure which requires O(t log n) + o(n) bits and maintains the
array under insertions/deletions in the finger-update model in worst-case constant time per update. This structure can answer
ps_rank and ps_select queries in worst-case constant time.
Proof. The idea is to break the array fromwhere the finger lies into two arrays Left and Right. In other words, two arrays
which grow/shrink from the end can simulate the finger-update array. Movement of the finger to left and right corresponds
to insertion of an element from one piece and its deletion from the other.
A ps_rank(i) query where i is to the left of the update finger can be answered by the same query in array Left. In
case i lies in array Right the answer to ps_rank(n-i) in array Right is deducted from the total sum of all elements and
returned. Similarly, ps_select(i) can be derived from the answer to such queries in array Left or Right depending on
whether i is less than or larger than the total sum of elements in array Left. 
As we delete and insert elements the total sum of elements changes. In Lemma 1 and Theorem 6 we assumed to know a
value nwhich is an upper bound on the sum. However, such knowledge does not always exist in advance and the structure
must be adaptive to the total sum as it changes. If we allow updates which are increments and decrements by one and
insertion and deletions of zeros. Under this model, we can afford to rebuild the structure as the value of the total sum
doubles or halves and always stays within the desired space bound.
Corollary 1. Let A[1 . . . t] be a array of positive integers such that ∀i; A[i] < lg cn for some absolute constant c > 0 where
n = ∑ti=1 A[i]. There exists a data structure which requires O(t log n) + o(n) bits and maintains the array under decrement
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and increment by one and insertion and deletion of zeros in the finger-update model in constant amortized time per update. This
structure can answer ps_rank and ps_select queries in worst-case constant time. 
We now explain how some enhanced operations can be performed on a dynamic tree using the prefix-sum structure of
Corollary 1.
5.4. Implementation of child(v,i), child_rank(v), and degree operations
On a node which is not a micro-tree or a mini-tree root, the queries are answered from the look-up table. A micro-tree
or a mini-tree root is dealt with using the prefix sum structure of Corollary 1. For each mini-tree (respectively micro-tree)
root, we maintain an array which lists the number of children in each mini-tree (micro-tree respectively) it has children in.
As children are inserted or deleted one by one and in order, the increment and decrement model of Corollary 1 applies.
Operation child(v,i) is implemented by a ps_select to find the proper mini-tree followed by a ps_select to find
the proper micro-tree in which the a table look-up gives the answer. Similarly, operation child_rank is performed by
ps_rank queries on the mini-tree and micro-tree and finally a table-lookup to find the rank within a micro-tree.
By Corollary 1, a structure on a node v which is a mini-tree root requires only O(mini-deg(v) ∗ log n) + o(deg(v)) bits,
where mini-deg(v) is the number of mini-trees in which v has children and deg(v) is the actual degree of v. These terms
sum to o(n) over the entire tree as
∑
mini-deg(v) where v is a mini-tree root is O(n/ log2 n). Similarly, a structure on a node
uwhich is micro-tree root within a mini-treeM requires O(micro-deg(v) ∗ log log n)+ o(degM(v)) bits all together, where
micro-deg(v) is the number of micro-trees in which v has children belonging to mini-treeM , and degM(v) is the degree of
v confined to mini-treeM . Over all mini-trees these terms sum to o(n) bits as
∑
micro-deg(v) where v is a micro-tree adds
to O(n/ log n).
Implementation of operation degree is straightforward. Each mini-tree root maintains its degree explicitly under
updates and each micro-tree root maintains its degree within the mini-tree explicitly. A node v which is not a micro-tree
root, looks-up its degree from the look-up table. A micro-tree root v which is not a mini-tree root has its degree explicitly
stored within the mini-tree. Similarly, a mini-tree root explicitly stores its degree.
5.5. Implementation of subtree_size operation
The implementation ofsubtree_size in a static tree is that eachmini-tree explicitly stores its subtree size and,within a
mini-tree, eachmicro-tree stores its subtree size within themini-tree [6,5]. To compute subtree_size(v), we determine
the subtree size within the containing micro-tree using the look-up table. Next, we determine whether the micro-tree
contains a dummy node, and if v is an ancestor of the dummy node. If so, the child micro-tree has the subtree size within
the mini-tree stored explicitly. Analogously, within the mini-tree, we determine if there exists a dummy node, and if v is an
ancestor of the dummy node. If so, the child mini-tree has the subtree size within the global tree explicitly stored.
A dynamic implementation ofsubtree_size resembles the static tree representation: the same information is retained
at themini-tree andmicro-tree roots. However, the information is not necessarily valid at all nodes at all times. Particularly,
the subtree sizes stored at mini-tree and micro-tree roots which are ancestors of the update finger node are not up-to-
date. We maintain the invariant that roots which are not an ancestor of the current node, with the update finger, possess
up-to-date subtree size information. This is easily maintainable by updating the sub-tree size of a node where the finger
lies at all times. Other than subtree size information, we need to determine the existence of a dummy node and, more
importantly, whether a queries node v is an ancestor of that node. The existence of a dummy node is explicitly stored and
trivially maintained by updates. To determine within a micro-tree whether a node is an ancestor of the dummy node, we
use the look-up table. To perform these ancestor queries within mini-trees in constant time, we explicitly store with each
micro-tree whether or not its root is an ancestor of the dummy node of the containing mini-tree. These bits are trivially
updated with insertions and deletions, as they never change unless the entire mini-tree is rebuilt.
Thus, nodes other than those on the path from the root to the finger node can determine their subtree size as in the
static case. We denote bym1,m2, . . . ,mi themini-trees that the root-to-finger path crosses. For each suchmini-treemk, we
maintain a value ak, which is the net additions to themini-tree (i.e.number of insertionsminus the number of deletions).We
store values ak in an array which is maintained as the ps_rank structure in Lemma 1, which allows a constant-time prefix
sum and thus quick suffix sum computation. We note that as we only need the ps_rank functionality of the structure only
the relevant structure is maintained, and for this structure, numbers do not have to satisfy the positivity criteria. Within
each mini-tree we repeat the same structure for the micro-trees that the path crosses. Now given a node on the path, we
determine the subtree size within the micro-tree using a table-lookup. We read the subtree size within the mini-tree from
the child micro-tree. This value is adjusted using the prefix sum structure on the micro-trees. Finally, the subtree size in the
entire subtree is read from the child mini-tree. This value is adjusted using the prefix sum structure on mini-trees.
We state our final result with respect to enhanced queries in the following theorem:
Theorem 7. A tree with n nodes and satellite date of length b bits (0 ≤ b = O(log(n))) associated with all nodes can be repre-
sented in (2+b)n+o(bn+n) bits andmaintained in constant amortized time per insertion and deletion in the finger-updatemodel
such that it facilitates basic navigation by supporting operationsparent,first/last-child,previous/next-child and
more enhanced operations of child, child_rank, degree, subtree_size, and access and modification of satellite data all
in worst-case constant time. 
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6. Conclusion
We have studied the problem of maintaining an ordered tree under insertions and deletions of nodes where nodes have
associated satellite data. We showed how insertions and deletions can be performed in constant amortized time to allow
support for basic navigational queries and access to satellite data in worst-case constant time. This is an improvement over
the poly-logarithmic update time [17] and a poly-log–log update time [19] presented for a more restricted trees (i.e.binary
trees). It also improves a sublinear update time with poly-log–log query time on ordered trees [11], and near logarithmic
time query and update time for ordered trees given in [20].
We proved a lower bound to show it is infeasible to allowmore enhanced operations such as determining the i-th child of
a node or obtaining the subtree-size of a node, if one insists on performing these operations in near constant time. To allow
constant time support for these operations, we circumvented the lower bound by introducing the finger-update model
where updates are performed where the update finger lies, and the update finger crawls on the tree. Nevertheless, queries
other than updates can be made on any node of the tree independent of where the update finger lies.
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